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TANGENTIAL CITIES
An(Artist's(Imagination(Runs(Wild

Alex Evans' artworks are a collection of intricately hand drawn 
cities composed of geometric shapes and complex patterns which 

manipulate established traditions of mathematical space. They depict 
hybrid architectural biological systems and networks of an imagined 

city deploying an illusory sense of scale and an unreal interplay 
between dimensions. Researching both realized and theoretical 

propositions within architecture and urban planning practice, from 
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City Movement to the Italian Futurist 

renderings of Antonio Sant ‘Elia, Evan's work explores a confluence of 
ideas between historically imagined future cities and ancient geometric 
reason and mathematic principle. The cities Evans imagines and brings 

to life in drawings exist neither in the past nor the future. They are not 
solutions to an urban problem and are certainly not liveable places. In 

the act of drawing there is an inherent need to describe a better place, 
to engender a pen on paper Utopia, but within the meticulous order 
there may be an unwitting dystopian fantasy where the excesses of 

the city push against the mathematics of nature beyond human scale. 
alexanderevans.net

Alex Evans 'Drift' 2015 87x51 Pen on Paper 

Alex Evans 'Tangle' 2012 80x80 Pen on Paper 

Rise Above Lebanon is the second book by Lebanese photographer 
Christian Ghammachi, following his award-winning publication titled 
“19 Years Later”. Rise Above Lebanon is the fruit of his endeavours 
to unveil the beauty, diversity and wealth of Lebanon from a different 
viewpoint: Above! Using drone technology, Ghammachi journeyed 
across Lebanon and captured unique images from angles that were 
never before possible. Watch Beirut from a bird’s eye view, fly across 
the mountains and valleys of Mount Lebanon, be captivated by the 
turquoise waters of the North, soar atop the immensity of the Bekaa, 
and discover the ancient ruins of historical cities such as Tyre, Baalbek, 
Byblos, Faqra and Anfeh. Ghammachi’s passion for photography spans 
over twenty-five years and has led him around the world.  Seeking 
out less obvious and overlooked details, finding beauty in hidden 
elements and emotions, Ghammachi is inspired by the resilience of 
people, landscapes and wildlife. He is particularly interested in creating 
photographs that show beauty and enduring passion despite adversity.
christianghammachi.com

RISE ABOVE LEBANON
A(Stunning(Aerial(Photography(Book


